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Nominations needed for
2013 IAMG Awards !

The Association invites all members to submit nominations for
the Felix Chayes Prize and for
the Andrei Borisovich Vistelius Award
Deadline: January 31, 2013

For details about prerequisites for nominations please see the IAMG web
site http://www.iamg.org/ and click on Awards
There is also a list of past recipients and their laudatios on the web site.
Please have a look at it before sending your nominations!
The (informal) documents which should accompany a proposal are:
• a short statement summarizing the relevant qualifications of the
nominee
• a curriculum vitae of the nominee
Nobody gets an award without a nomination, so please support your
colleague when you believe he/she deserves an award by submitting a
nomination.
Nominations can be submitted by a single person or by a group. The
Laudatios written over the last few years and published in Mathematical
Geosciences are a good source of inspiration on how to write a
nomination. Nominations can be submitted via e-mail (jackswsc@q.com)
or sent to:
John H. Schuenemeyer - Chairman, IAMG Awards Committee
Southwest Statistical Consulting, LLC
960 Sligo St
Cortez, CO 81321 USA

Nominations for other Awards may also be submitted at any time.

B

risbane was the location for this year’s meeting of the IAMG only the third time in the southern hemisphere (Sydney 1976 and
Rio in 2000) and all three in connection with the International
Geological Congress. As IGC meetings go, it was big; in fact, the
biggest geoscientific event to date in Australia with almost 6000
delegates from 137 countries, more than 3200 presentations and over
280 exhibition spaces. IAMG shared one booth with “Earth Science
Matters” and the “International
Lithosphere Program (ILP)” at the
From the Editor
end of the hall. China, being close
From the Editor
to Australia, sent a large contingent
From the Editor
of Chinese IAMG members. Thanks
to the efforts of our special IGC
councilor June Hill, IAMG’s symposium on Mathematical Geosciences
had 11 sessions spread over the five days of the conference (more than
any other symposium) with 63 presentations including 24 posters. See
what the meeting looked like in the centerfold of this Newsletter.
<>
2013 is the International Year of Statistics and,
thanks to the efforts of Frits Agterberg as well as the
IAMG’13 organizer Eulogio Pardo and the convener
of the statistics sessions Jack Schuenemeyer, IAMG
is a participating member
organization.
The
IAMG
meeting in Madrid will also be
an official event of Mathematics
of the Planet Earth (MPE 2013)
at the Mathematics Department
of the Complutense University
of Madrid, where the conference is held, which
should generate some very useful cooperation
projects. See more about our annual meeting on p. 14.
<>
Hazard prediction has become hazardous for geoscientists, at least in
Italy. As reported in the press in October, seven government-appointed
experts were sentenced to jail for manslaughter because they gave
insufficient warning before a 6.3-magnitude earthquake killed 308
people and injured over 1,500 others in the central city of L’Aquila in
2009. The team of scientists had concluded that a severe earthquake
was unlikely to hit, and decided to quell the public’s fears instead of
entering into a state of emergency. Although the verdict will certainly be
appealed and probably reversed, it has sent a wake-up call through the
scientific community. Any kind of predictions will have to be couched
in very careful terms, especially those in the field of geologic hazards.
Perhaps we’ll end up like our medical doctors, having to get expensive
“malpractice” insurance to protect us from lawsuits like the one in
L’Aquila. On the other hand, as a discussion in a Scientific American
blog points out, the scientists and administrators were accused of
poorly communicating the risk to the public. Slate eZine put it perhaps
a little too simply by saying: “....no one seems to be acknowledging
that the whole mess could easily have been avoided if the scientists
had clearly asserted the truth of the matter by proclaiming: We just
don’t know.” Communication, especially scientific communication, is
an art that should be developed more carefully and widely. Both the
scientific community and the public would greatly benefit from such
an improvement.
Harald S. Poelchau

The mission of the IAMG is to promote, worldwide, the advancement of mathematics, statistics and informatics in the Geosciences
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PRESIDENT’S FORUM

Last month in the package Regina sent to all members with the
membership renewal form, I expressed my heartfelt appreciation to all
members for the trust and support given during the election of our new
IAMG Executive and Council. I also discussed activities initiated at the
14th General Assembly of the International Association for Mathematical
Geosciences held during the 34th IGC in Brisbane three months ago. In
this forum, I’ll provide some more details on progress made since then
and outline some issues we need to consider in the future. Your new team
including the Executive, Council, and Committees is ready and working
full-speed.
I want to re-iterate what my predecessor, Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn, wrote
in the last newsletter: “All presidents have tried to leave behind a better
Association than they received.” The only possible way to keep this
cascade process going is to develop strong teams that work together
with all our members. I’m proud that the new Council already has had
its first meeting during the 34th IGC thus ensuring excellent transition.
Former officers, current editors and committee chairs
in attendance were asked to summarize their annual
reports with emphasis on future developments to be
implemented by the new Council. Decisions were
made for consolidation of the Organization including
appointments of Committee Chairs, Journal Editors,
and the roles of our Vice Presidents. All current
committees now have their chairs, our journals have
their Editors-in-Chief, and several other initiatives are
being implemented.
Reappointed chairs include Ricardo Olea to serve as
Chair of the Meetings Committee, Helmut Schaeben
as Chair of the Student Affairs Committee, and
Graeme Bonham-Carter as Chair of the Publications
Committee. Jack Schuenemeyer and Julián Ortiz have
been appointed to chair the Awards and Curriculum
Quality Committees, respectively. The IAMG
Distinguished Lecturer Committee and the Georges
Matheron Lecturer Committee have been combined
into a single committee called the “Lectures Committee” chaired
by Executive Vice-President Jennifer McKinley. Our new Outreach
Committee, which co-operates with Earth Science Matters, successor to
International Year of Planet Earth, will be chaired by Frits Agterberg. A
new commission, the IAMG-Geological Survey Commission, has been
established and is chaired by Yan Guangsheng of the China Geological
Survey. Its purpose is to develop close ties between the IAMG and
geological surveys worldwide to advance the use of geomathematics
and geoinformatics within government organizations. Countries to be
considered for this collaboration include China, U.S.A., U.K., Canada,
Australia, India, and Spain. Presently, volunteers are being sought to
participate as members in this commission; Jenny will be its non-voting
ex officio member. Within Council we have discussed setting up new
IAMG-Academia and IAMG-Industry Commissions to advance the use
of geomathematics and geoinformatics at universities and in industry.
IAMG is looking for sponsorships from industry, governments and
individuals.
Our journals are doing very well under the leadership of Roussos
Dimitrakopoulos as Editor-in-Chief of Mathematical Geosciences, and
Jef Caers & Michael Piasecki, the Co-Editors-in-Chief of Computers
& Geosciences. John Carranza has been appointed as the new Editorin-Chief of Natural Resources Research. My sincere gratitude goes to
Harald Poelchau, who remains our Editor of the IAMG Newsletter &
Website.
Valuable comments and suggestions were received during our first
Council meeting and many actions have been taken since then. It was
suggested that the IAMG develop closer ties with other associations in
particular with the IUGS, for example, by proposing new International
Geological Correlation projects. During the 1970s, IAMG had initiated
three very successful IGCP Projects concerned with resource potential
mapping, quantitative stratigraphy, and igneous rock data bases (IGBA).
This resulted in many international symposia, research papers, special
journal issues, books, software packages and data bases. Richard
Sinding-Larsen (former IGC Vice President and IGC Councilor)
proposed the development of an operational arm of the IAMG to
highlight geomathematical teaching at universities and other institutions.

He has helped in contacting the 36th IGC organizers in India. A Working
Group on Mathematical Geoscience Numeracy can be launched during
the 2014 IAMG meeting to be held in Delhi. It could be comprised of
leading scientists from the 56 Indian institutions currently interested in
promoting the use of mathematics in geoscience research by MSc and
PhD students. This proposal corresponds with the IAMG’s desire to
significantly increase its membership on the Indian subcontinent. Special
sessions at the 36th IGC in 2020 could be convened for the Indian
researchers to present their new, geomathematically-based research
results. More follow-up work is needed to implement this proposal.
Our 2011 Matheron Lecturer, Daya Sagar (Indian Statistical Institute,
Bangalore) and the IAMG2014 organizers will play an important role in
the development of IAMG activities in India.
Ute Herzfeld has been organizing the IAMG exhibition booth at the
American Geophysical Union (AGU) fall meeting in San Francisco for
many years. She organizes special geomath sessions at AGU as well.
These types of exceptional activities increase our visibility
at large international organizations and are vital for the
promotion and communication of IAMG within other earth
science communities. Ute is appreciated for keeping this
tradition up for so many years, and it should be remarked
that these activities require a lot of effort. We also have
a tradition to organize special sessions at International
Statistical Institute (ISI) Congresses and the Joint Statistical
Meetings in North America. Personally, I have been
involved in organizing Fractal and Multifractal Sessions at
the European Geosciences Union (EGU) Annual Meetings
held in Vienna during the spring. While enhancing our
involvement in large international conferences, we should
also explore opportunities for outreach in regions where the
IAMG is underrepresented such as India and Africa. Also, it
remains a mystery to me why the IAMG Annual Conference
and World Geostatistical Congress remain separated even
though geostatistics is one of the core subjects of IAMG
and our journals publish a large portion of the geostatistical
research results. Both our groups are small but we share the
same, large audience, so why can’t we get together?
High-quality publications and software technology are our products and
contributions to science and society. The quality and diversity of our
publications showcase IAMG. While making contributions to our own
journals and increasing our journal quality and impact factors, we should
use every opportunity to make ourselves better known; for example, by
publishing special issues in other high-ranking international journals and
in monographs with other publishers. Personally, I have had the chance
to co-edit several special issues on nonlinear theory with geoscience
applications in Nonlinear Processes in Geophysics, Biogeosciences, Soil
journals, and Geochemical Exploration. By cross-referencing papers
between journals, it is of mutual benefit to increase the audience of our
own journals and, in turn, to broaden the scope of our membership. We
should encourage our members to write and publish monographs in the
"Studies in Mathematical Geosciences" Monograph Series edited by
JoAnne De Graffenreid and published by Oxford University Press.
This wish list can be much longer. The question is how we can realize our
objectives one at a time. I am always open for new comments and ideas
on how to improve the IAMG. Your comments are greatly appreciated. I
would like to ask everyone to think about this and I want to gather your
opinions about the Vision of IAMG so that we can make the IAMG stand
out during the next four years. By the end of the year, I plan to form
a small group to evaluate the comments I receive. The top 10 winners
with comments ranked as most important for improving IAMG will be
acknowledged by letter from the President and their names and comments
will be published in the next issue of the IAMG Newsletter.
There are many things that your Council is dealing with at the moment,
such as renewal of contracts, budgeting for 2013 and later years, and
improving our website. These things are currently being considered
within Council and members will be informed when decisions will have
been taken.
Finally, I would like to wish you all the best for Christmas and the New
Year! To our student members: I wish you a successful term of studies
and enjoyable and relaxing year-end holidays!
Qiuming Cheng
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Association Business

Meeting of the New Council

Pierre Goovaerts:
2013 IAMG Distinguished Lecturer

Brisbane - August 10, 2012

Dr. Pierre Goovaerts is chief scientist at Biomedware in Ann Arbor, MI and has
20 years experience in the development and implementation of geostatistical
The incoming IAMG Council met on the last day of the IGC
algorithms. He has authored 130 papers in the field of geostatistics and is the
conference in Brisbane to discuss reports of the past year and plans
author of the 1997 textbook “Geostatistics for Natural Resources Evaluation”.
for the future. Attending the meeting were nine voting members of the
In the past 8 years, his research has focused on the development
Board and Executive, two non-voting Board members, and nine invited
and implementation of geostatistical methods for the analysis
guests. More details of the meeting minutes are available on the IAMG
of aggregated and individual-level health data, including the
website.
accurate mapping of rates of cancer incidence and mortality,
Discussions and decisions concerned the nomination of new chairs for
the space-time analysis and detection of health disparities, as
well as the incorporation of rate uncertainty into boundary
various committees, efforts and methods to increase outreach to other
detection and local cluster analysis. Recently, he developed a
organizations, regions and students, improving the IAMG website, and
methodology to combine both point and areal data in spatial
establishing several new commissions.
interpolation, with an application to the mapping of the
Committees and Chairs for the next four years approved by Council:
risk of breast cancer late-stage diagnosis across Michigan.
He is also exploring the impact of socio-demographic and
Awards Committee: Jack Schuenemeyer replaces Jef Caers
risk factors on the incidence and late-stage
Curriculum Quality Committee: Julián Ortiz replaces Maria-Theresia diagnosis of breast environmental
and prostate cancers.
Schafmeister and and Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn is ex officio member
Dr. Goovaerts can be contacted at goovaerts.pierre@gmail.com or through the
Lectures Committee (new = combined Distinguished Lecturer and
chair of the Lecture Committee, Jennifer McKinley, at j.mckinley@qub.ac.uk.

Georges Matheron Lecturer Committees): Jennifer McKinley replaces
Sean McKenna and Qiuming Cheng
Meetings Committee: Ricardo Olea
with Jennifer McKinley (UK), ex officio member
Christien Thiart (South Africa), IGC Councilor
Jaime Gómez-Hernández (Spain), voting member
Outreach Committee: Frits Agterberg
with Graeme Bonham-Carter, Zhijun Chen, Eric Grunsky, Harald
Poelchau, Gina Ross, Faisal Shazad and Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn as ex
officio member
Publications Committee: Graeme F. Bonham-Carter
Student Affairs Committee: Helmut Schaeben
with David Collins as the new ex officio member
The following resolutions were voted in:
Resolution 1: The IAMG Distinguished Lecturer Committee and
the Matheron Lecture Committee are to be combined into a single
committee called the “Lectures Committee” to be chaired by one of the
IAMG Vice Presidents.
Remark: Selection of the Distinguished Lecturer for a particular year
should be completed before the IAMG Annual Meeting held during
the previous year, so that the membership can be informed of topics of
lectures and preliminary invitations to lecture can be extended.
Resolution 2: A new IAMG-Geological Survey Commission to be
chaired by Yan Guangsheng (China Geol. Survey) will develop close
ties between the IAMG and Geological Surveys worldwide to advance
the use of geomathematics and geoinformatics within government
organizations.
Remarks: Countries to be considered for this collaboration include
China, U.S.A., U.K., Canada, Australia, India and Spain. Jenny will be
the non-voting ex officio member on this commission. Each member
of this commission will have to ask his/her employer for formal
permission to participate in it in order to ensure compatibility with his/
her current working responsibilities.
Resolution 3: The new IAMG Website Commission to be chaired by
Dan Tetzlaff will evaluate the existing IAMG Website and recommend
any changes to be made in the way it is currently organized.
Remarks: The members of the IAMG Website Commission will
be Harald Poelchau, Eric Grunsky, David Collins, Gerald van den
Boogaart. Jenny McKinley will be the non-voting ex officio member
on this commission. An initial objective of the commission will be
to reduce hosting/developer costs (InterSpot/Dragonfly) but other
aspects including new outreach content and website design are to be
considered as well.

Topics of lectures offered

Geostatistics in Practice
Geostatistics provides a set of statistical tools for the analysis of data distributed
in space and time. Since its development in the mining industry, geostatistics has
emerged as the primary tool for spatial data analysis in various fields, ranging
from earth and atmospheric sciences, to agriculture, soil science, environmental
studies, and more recently exposure assessment. This lecture will present
a richly illustrated overview of the main steps and outputs of a geostatistical
analysis. Examples include the mapping of soil heavy metal concentrations, the
prediction of groundwater arsenic concentrations, the computation of volumes
of contaminated sediments, the mapping of prostate and breast cancer risks, and
the modelling of the spatial density of wild animals in a national park.
Combining Areal & Point Data in Geostatistical Interpolation: Applications
to Soil Science & Medical Geography
A common issue in spatial interpolation is the combination of data measured
over different spatial supports. For example, in the field of medical geography
information available for mapping disease risk typically includes point data (e.g.
patients residence) and aggregated data (e.g. socio-demographic and economic
data at the census track level). Similarly, soil measurements recorded at discrete
locations on the ground are often supplemented with choropleth maps (e.g. soil
or geological maps) that model the spatial distribution of soil attributes as the
juxtaposition of polygons (areas) with constant values. This lecture presents a
coherent geostatistical approach to accommodate both areal and point data in the
spatial interpolation of continuous attributes, with applications to soil science
and medical geography.
The Role of Geostatistics in Medical Geology
Medical geology is an emerging interdisciplinary scientific field studying the
relationship between natural geological factors and their effects on human
and animal health. This lecture provides an overview of geostatistical methods
available for the analysis of geological and health data, with a focus on the
issue of error propagation, that is how the uncertainty in input data (e.g. arsenic
concentrations) translates into uncertainty about model outputs (e.g. risk of
bladder or prostate cancer). Methods for uncertainty propagation, such as MonteCarlo analysis, are critical for estimating uncertainties associated with spatiallybased policies in the area of environmental health, and in dealing effectively
with risks.
Geostatistical Mapping of Dioxin and Arsenic in Soils around Point Sources
of Contamination
Deposition of pollutants around point sources of contamination, such as
incinerators or smelters, can display complex spatial patterns depending on
prevailing weather conditions, the local topography and the characteristics of
the source. Deterministic dispersion models often fail to capture the complexity
observed in the field, resulting in uncertain predictions that might hamper
subsequent decision-making, such as delineation of areas targeted for additional
sampling or remediation. This lecture describes a geostatistical simulation-based
<>
methodology that combines the detailed process-based modeling of atmospheric
deposition with the probabilistic modeling of residual field variability. The
Spatial Tools in Data Processing and Analysis
approach is used to delineate areas with high level of dioxin TEQ (Toxic
The IAMG agreed to be a technical sponsor of a Five-Day Course on “Spatial Equivalents) around an incinerator, as well as to identify residential parcels for
Tools in Data Processing and Analysis” given on 26-30 November, 2012, at
additional sampling and cleaning in the case of arsenic contamination caused by
the Indian Statistical Institute in Bangalore Centre, India. The course was
a smelter.
organized by B. S. Daya Sagar, our 2011 Matheron Lecturer.
<>
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Laudation: Dr. Eric Christopher Grunsky
2012 William Christian Krumbein Medal
Dr. Grunsky is the worthy recipient of the 2012 William Christian Krumbein
Medal because of his long and continuous service to the IAMG community as
a scientist in the fields of mathematics and statistics in the earth sciences, as a
supporter of the Association, and for his service to the profession.
Eric’s service and recognition within the IAMG and elsewhere have been
awarded in the past. He received the Felix Chayes Prize for Excellence in
Research in Statistical Petrology in 2005 and was honored as a Visiting Research
Fellow, Edith Cowan University, Western Australia in 2011. He has also been
appointed as an adjunct professor at two universities in Ontario, Canada.
Eric’s career has been long and varied during which
he has developed expertise, which has resulted in
significant contributions to the earth sciences. During
his undergraduate years at the University of Toronto
(1969-1973), he developed a keen interest in quantitative
aspects of geosciences through the use of computers. His
interest was encouraged by Professor Gordon Smith who
mentored Eric on the use of computers to solve a variety of
quantitative problems. His M.Sc. thesis, with Professors
Fried Schwerdtner, Pierre Robin and Dick Bailey, at the
University of Toronto, was one of the earlier studies in
three dimensional analysis of reconstructed tectonites by
means of the integration of digital serial sections.
After completing his M.Sc. degree (1975-1978), Eric was
hired by the Ontario Geological Survey (OGS). His duties
not only included both detailed and regional geological
field mapping, but also to introduce the use of computers
into the organization. Eric’s leadership in this area enabled
the adoption of computer technology throughout the OGS. He led an internal
review on the management and access of geoscience data, which contributed
to a restructuring of the OGS Geoscience Data Centre. In the mid-1980’s his
research started to focus on the use of geochemistry and statistics to evaluate
patterns related to primary compositional variation in volcanic rocks, but also
the recognition of alteration and base- and precious-metal mineralization. At
the same time he became aware of the work by John Aitchison, the issue of
closure and its pertinence in examining whole rock geochemistry. His studies,
presentations and publications on the statistical evaluation of geochemical data
and its value in mineral exploration were quickly recognized by the mineral
exploration community at both the national and international levels. As well,
his interest in spatial analysis and a meeting with Graeme Bonham-Carter and
me resulted in his enrolment in a Ph.D. program at the University of Ottawa
under my supervision. Eric was commuting from Toronto to Ottawa where we
enjoyed his biweekly or monthly visits.
Upon completion of his Ph.D. (1985-1988), Eric was offered employment
by the Division of Exploration and Mining Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO), Australia. While at CSIRO, he
studied the geochemistry of laterite and other weathered materials using
statistical methods and introduced the use of multivariate statistical methods to
the Australian mineral exploration community. He was invited to give several
short courses on the use of numerical and statistical methods to the mineral
exploration industry and graduate level university courses. It was during this
time that Eric had the opportunity to meet Vera Pawlowsky at a conference
on the statistical prediction of mineral resources in Wuhan, China, where they
discovered a mutual interest in the statistics of compositional data.
In 1991, Eric was offered the opportunity to work on a mineral resource
assessment project at the British Columbia Geological Survey, Canada. This
project allowed him to re-align his knowledge of statistics and his background
in regional geological studies for the creation of grade-tonnage models that
were uniquely defined for British Columbia mineral deposits as well as the
adaptation of the USGS Mark 3 mineral resource estimation simulator for
estimating resource potential in the province.
Eric’s background in geoscience information management from his time at the
OGS led to an opportunity to develop an information management strategy for
the Alberta Geological Survey (AGS) from 1998 to 2002. His leadership in the
knowledge of both managing and delivery of digital geoscience information
allowed him to work at the national level with provincial, territorial and national
agencies in developing an integrated national geoscience delivery structure.
During his time at the AGS he became involved in the study of multi-beam
radar satellite imagery as a tool for terrain mapping. Eric designed and managed
one of the largest RADARSAT-1 image acquisition campaigns for a provincial
agency ever implemented by the Canadian Space Agency that resulted in more

than 280 images of varying incidence angles and look directions. Using his
knowledge of multivariate statistical methods, Eric demonstrated that unique
features of landforms could be effectively identified and mapped at the regional
scale. Eric’s innovative approach to evaluating RADARAT-1 satellite imagery
was recognized by the Canadian Space Agency through several invitations to
present his work at national meetings and agency operational reviews.
In 2002, Eric accepted a position at the Geological Survey of Canada in Ottawa
as an information management specialist for the Mineral Resources Division
and for his knowledge of quantitative methods for evaluating geochemical
data. Eric quickly became involved with a number of
projects that enabled him to study and describe geochemical/
geological processes from a range of geochemical datasets.
As well, his previous work on three-dimensional spatial
analysis was revived for specialized geochemical studies
in the Noranda mining camp in Quebec. During the next
9 years Eric became involved in geochemical studies of
kimberlites, as well as lake, stream and soil sediments for
a wide range of projects within the GSC. Additionally, he
became involved in the statistical analysis studies of soil
and stream sediment geochemistry with the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) and Geoscience Australia (GA).
Eric also participated in two of the compositional data
analysis workshops that were held in Girona and Saint Felieu
de Guixols, Spain, by Vera Pawlowsky’s research group.
Larry Drew at the U.S Geological Survey in Reston, Virginia,
has had the good fortune to work with Eric since 2005,
during which time they have successfully solved several
problematic issues in the interpretation of the geochemistry
of soils and stream sediments. Eric’s background knowledge and enthusiasm to
carry out research into new areas has certainly made a significant contribution
to their work
Eric’s use of statistical methods for integrating satellite imagery formed the
basis for a new paradigm of surficial materials mapping across Canada’s North.
During his time at the GSC, he worked with surficial mapping geologists and
remote sensing geologists to develop a methodology for surficial materials
mapping, based on the statistical integration and classification of satellite
imagery derived from radar and optical sensors. This approach has defined a
new large scale mapping process that has been implemented by the GSC as part
of its northern mapping strategy.
Throughout his professional career, Eric has documented his research findings
through publications and presentations. He has published 39 articles in
peer-reviewed journals, 5 review articles, 80 government reports, maps and
open file reports, 11 contributions to books, 70 conference proceedings and
public reports, 23 solicited consultations by outside agencies and 149 invited
conference/presentations/lectures. Eric has been invited on international
scientific committees for the IAMG and the International Association of
Applied Geochemists.
He is currently an Adjunct Professor at the University of Waterloo in the
departments of Earth Sciences and Biology and as an Adjunct Professor in the
Department of Earth Sciences at Laurentian University where he has lectured on
the use of statistics in the interpretation of geochemical data and mentored and
supervised graduate students in the use of statistics for evaluating geoscience
data.
Dr. Grunsky has been a member of the IAMG since 1985. He has served as
Editor-in-Chief, Computers & Geosciences from 2006 to 2011 after being
an Associate Editor from 1996 to 2006. Currently he serves on the Board of
Mathematical Geosciences. He also was on the Editorial board of Geochemistry:
Exploration, Environment, Analysis (2001 – present), and Natural Resources
Research (1999 – 2006). Dr. Grunsky’s commitment to the IAMG is also
demonstrated through his service as elected Councillor (1992 – 1996). He
initiated the development of the IAMG ftp and web sites and was the IAMG
website manager from 1995-2006. Eric is married to Jean Hubay. With their
two children, Kurt and Anna, they live in Ottawa, Ontario.
Dr. Grunsky’s current contributions to the quantitative aspects of earth science
are built on his experience and knowledge from the past. As well, however,
he is keen to learn and discover new ways of looking at data and developing/
enhancing statistical methodologies. Dr. Grunsky is the consummate scientist –
he never stops learning and achieving!
Frits Agterberg,
Geological Survey of Canada
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Student Affairs

IAMG Student Affairs Committee 2011-2012 Report

In the period of this report we had 8 student chapters listed:
China University of Geosciences - Wuhan, China
Freiberg University of Mining & Technology, Germany
Sun Yat-Sen University - Guangzhou City, China
University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado, USA
ENSG-Nancy University, Nancy, France
ITC (ISCI), University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands
Szeged University, Hungary
Stanford University - Stanford, California, USA
Two of them, Stanford and Colorado, were struggling hard to survive and
keeping their recognition as official student chapters. The good news is that the
Colorado and the Stanford chapter seem to be alive again, at least they submitted
applications for official recognition and financial support. The sad news is that
we have lost the two chapters at Southern Illinois University - Carbondale,
Illinois, USA, and University of Alberta - Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
In total, we received seven applications for official recognition and for funding,
respectively. These were:
ITC (ISCI), Stanford University, China University of Geosciences, University
of Colorado at Boulder, ENSG – Nancy Université, TU Bergakademie Freiberg
and Szeged.
We did not receive any report, note nor a message from our chapter at Sun YatSen University- Guangzhou City, China.
All members of the Student Affairs Committee participated in the evaluation.
Their final scoring so far is as follows:
China University of Geosciences- Wuhan
59
Freiberg University of Mining & Technology
95
University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado
47
ENSG-Nancy University, Nancy, France
Helmut Schaeben, Committee Chair

IAMG-CN is starting IAMG-CN Newsletter

The Topical Section of IAMG for Chinese Members (IAMG-CN) and two
IAMG student chapters in China are very active in various domestic and
international scientific exchanges and activities. And especially, nearly
two years of concern of IAMG have warmed up rapidly in China. It is
very important to sustain the growth of IAMG
membership of Chinese members and timely
provide members with information about the
Association, Topical Section, student chapters,
activities of members and information about
upcoming events in the field of mathematical
geosciences. IAMG-CN is starting the IAMGCN Newsletter and the first issue is going to be
released in December.
The IAMG-CN Newsletter is expected to:
keep readers informed about developments in the
mathematical geosciences and other related fields
and about IAMG, IAMG-CN;
be thought-provoking and interesting to read, and
be newsworthy and collectible.
The IAMG-CN Newsletter is a traditional
magazine as well as a modern webzine published
in Chinese. It will be delivered in two formats:
pdf and web pages. It inherits the style of IAMG
Newsletter, and what's more, the navigation bar
and search bar will be shown on each web page
so that it can be viewed online anywhere, anytime
which improve the digital reading experience of
the reader. IAMG-CN is trying to take advantage
of the cloud service to provide efficient and
flexible service for Chinese members. The launch
of IAMG-CN Newsletter will be one of the key
milestones for IAMG-CN.
The editor of IAMG-CN Newsletter is Zhijun
Chen, who is the Secretary-General and web
master of IAMG-CN. Welcome to visit the online
reading page: http://www.iamg.org.cn/pubor.htm.
Zhijun Chen

New Helmholtz Institute Freiberg for
Resources Technology

In August 2011, the German Federal Government founded a new research
center with important relations to Mathematical Geosciences: the Helmholtz
Institute Freiberg for Resources Technology (http://www.hzdr.de/hif). It was
created as a cooperation of the Technical University Bergakademie Freiberg and
the Helmholtz-Center Dresden-Rossendorf. The TU Bergakademie Freiberg is
one of oldest mining academies in the World, approaching 250 years in 2015.
The Helmholtz-Center Dresden-Rossendorf is one of the largest state-funded
research centers in Germany, active in energy, matter and health.
The goal of the institute is to conduct research along the whole raw materials
value chain from exploration to recycling, with the goal of obtaining new
and optimized processes and material sources. It pursues an interdisciplinary
approach to problem, employing geologists, mineralogists, mining engineers,
processing engineers, metallurgists, physicists, chemists, biologists, ecologists,
economists and mathematicians.
The institute currently employs almost 50 people, including senior researchers,
research fellows, and PhD and MSc students. It is not yet fully staffed, and is
currently looking for qualified people abroad willing to join with their expertise.
It is split in six departments: Exploration (focusing on geophysics and remote
sensing), Mining, Mineral Processing, Metallurgy and Recycling, Analytics
(focusing on spatially-resolved techniques for mineral characterization), and
Modelling and Evaluation (focusing on mathematical geosciences and process
modelling).
The department of Modelling and Evaluation is headed by Prof. Gerald van den
Boogaart, and has recently recruited as senior researcher Raimon TolosanaDelgado, both members of the IAMG since 2001. Research conducted in
the department particularly interesting for the IAMG include: geostatistics,
statistics for special scales in the Geosciences (e.g., analysis of compositional
data and of microstructures, etc.), statistics of dynamic systems (like leaching,
ecosystems, mineral processing, etc.), stochastic geometry, numerical modeling,
and stochastic modeling of mining and exploration. This research is conducted
in close collaboration with the other departments of the institute.
Together with the Chair of Mathematical Geology and Geoinformatics
headed by Prof. Helmut Schaeben, and the IAMG Student Chapter at the TU
Bergakademie Freiberg, this new initiative strengthens the Freiberg pole of
the IAMG community in Germany and Europe. That probably makes the nice,
cosy city of Freiberg the one with the largest number of IAMG members per
inhabitant in the world!
Raimon Tolosana-Delgado

Conference Reports
IX Conference on Geostatistics for Environmental
Applications (geoENV2012)

The IAMG-sponsored IX Conference on Geostatistics for
Environmental Applications (geoENV2012) was held in Valencia
(Spain) between September 19 and 21, 2012. With more than 100
attendants of all continents, it gathered scientists and engineers
working with geostatistics in fields as varied as ecology, air pollution,
climate change, C02 sequestration, or soil characterization. The invited
speakers were Anthony Davison, who spoke on geostatistics of
extremes, Anna Michalak, who spoke about the global carbon cycle,
and Mohan Srivastava, who spoke about trends in ocean surface water
temperature, who were accompanied by 60 oral presentations and 20
posters. All in all, the conference was a success, both for the quality
of the presentations, and for the opportunities to interact between the
conference participants. The next geoENV conference will take place in
Paris in 2014. (IAMG supported the conference with a grant of $3000.
More pictures at geoenv2012.upv.es. - Ed.)
Jaime Gómez-Hernández
Chairman, geoENV2012 Organizing Committee

Overheard at the IGC:
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At the last IGC in Brisbane, we saw many Geomathematicians who seemed
to think they can mix and merge into a crowd of Geologists. Not so.
Geomathematicians are a special breed that stands out in any crowd. Here are
ten tell-tale signs of a true Geomathematician:
1. When the bar attendant asks: “Would you like double the vodka in that
drink?” he replies in anger: “That is an ill posed question, for you are dealing
with compositional data!”.
2. He walks looking down in case he finds a good training image.
3. If the scale says she weighed 2 kg more this morning, she spends the rest of
the day finding reasons why that is an outlier, and cannot be part of a trend.
4. He tries to impress a good looking young lady by explaining
heteroschedasticity.
5. She calls the head of the English Department to explain that the double “g”
in the word “digging” should really be optional, as it is in “Krigging”.
6. When waiting for the restroom in a full flight, explains to fellow passengers
that the line could be eliminated with 95% probability by adding 2.73 more
restrooms.
7. Always asks for extra paper napkins in case he has to make a point to the
skeptic beside him.
8. After a flight over the entire Pacific Ocean, exclaims “if only I could get a
hold of a faster computer, I could model the whole thing”.
9. Walks with disdain past the exhibits of microscopes and laboratory
equipment, remarking that Chemistry and Physics are merely Applied
Mathematics.
10. Spends half of his time begging industry for data, the other half proving
they are wrong.
<>
-
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Raimon Tolosana-Delgado, currently a Vice-President of the IAMG, has
recently moved to Freiberg (Germany), to work with Gerald van den Boogaart
in the new Helmholtz Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology. He is now
working on statistics and geostatistics of compositional data, statistical methods for mineral paragenesis characterization, and mineral deposits simulation
and evaluation.
<>
Larry Drew received his 40th year service award. It
was presented by Dr. Marcia McNutt, Director of the
USGS. Larry started with the USGS in 1972 working
on assessment methods to estimate the quantity and
quality of the nation’s undiscovered mineral and mineral-fuel resources. He has won many honors including
the IAMG’s Griffiths and Krumbein Awards.
<>

Xiaogang (Marshall) Ma won the FUNding Friday Competition at the
ESIP Summer Meeting 2012, Madison, WI, for his proposal “Exploratory
visualization of earth science data in a Semantic Web context”. He was
awarded a grant to carry out this study, and was invited to present research
outputs at the ESIP Winter Meeting 2013 to be held at Washington DC in
January, 2013. The Federation of Earth Science Information Partners (ESIP,
http://www.esipfed.org) is an open networked community that brings together
science, data and information technology practitioners in the United States.
Marshall graduated from Faculty ITC, University of Twente, the Netherlands
in 2011 with a PhD degree, and now is a postdoctoral research associate at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute working on Semantic eGeoscience.
<>
Sean McKenna has left the Geoscience Research and Applications Group at
Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico (after 18 years)
to join IBM Research in their Smarter Cities Technology Centre in Dublin,
Ireland. Sean will be a Research Staff Member and Manager focused on
water research. Sean would be happy to share a pint with any IAMG member
that intersects Dublin.
<>
Walther Schwarzacher has been in the hospital for two months after heart
surgery. Once he is deemed strong enough to walk by himself he will be able
to go home. Walther’s wife, June, has been spending most of her time at the
hospital (as of Nov. 8; reported by Jenny McKinley). More recently Walther
reported: “... am delighted to have been given the chance to live a little bit
longer. I am not yet fit to go to my office but my recovery proceeds and I can
go on 50-100m walks.”
<>
John Carranza, our new Editor-in-Chief of Natural Resources Research,
is moving from ITC (International Institute for Geo-Information Science
and Earth Observation) in the Netherlands to Australia to join the School of
Earth and Environmental Sciences of James Cook University in Townsville,
Queensland. See more about him on page 11.
<>
Jaime Gómez-Hernández was master
of ceremonies at a gala in May 2012
celebrating the 10th anniversary of
RUVID, the Network of Valencian
Universities. In this picture he is shown
in his Harry Potter costume entertaining
the crowds with his magic tricks
demonstrating statistics with a deck of
playing cards. More pictures at
http://jgomez.webs.upv.es/ and videos at
http://placebus.upv.es/.
<>

Letter to the Editor

It would be appropriate to have continuing focus on oil consumption rates
on a world basis. In spite of continuing discoveries in new provinces, as
well as new production technology in old provinces, the world’s supply of
oil is being exhausted rapidly. At the moment, about a billion barrels of oil
are consumed every eleven days. So, even though there may be a trillion
barrels left to produce (or two trillion?), the supply can’t last long if we
project ahead for a century or two. Furthermore, the issue is compounded by
continuing increases in world consumption rates. Where will it end?
John Harbaugh
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The New Council meeting

The Governor of Queensland, Her Excellency
Penelopy Wensley addressing the IGC

2012 Matheron Lecturer: Jean-Paul Chilès

Eric Grunsky receives the Krumbein Medal

The outgoing Executive: Dan, Vera, Gina & Qiuming

IAMG Meeting at
the 34th IGC in
Brisbane
5-10 August 2012
Helmut Schaeben showing his Griffiths Teaching Award

The new president and 3 of the last 4 presidents together

Council Meeting: front - Jennifer McKinley, Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn, Gina Ross, Frits Agterberg;
back - Ricardo Olea, Raimon Tolosana-Delgado, Dan Tetzlaff, June Hill, Helmut Schaeben, David Collins, Qiuming Cheng, Harald Poelchau, Gang Liu

The IAMG shared booth with
David Collins & Gina Ross
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IAMG Journal Report
Computers & Geosciences:
Updated aims and scope

The Journal Computers & Geosciences has updated its
scope. Please visit http://www.journals.elsevier.com/
computers-and-geosciences/ for details. Our journal
has come a long way since its foundation under
Dan Merriam in 1975 and the recent change in leadership after Eric Grunsky’s
stepping down as Editor-in-Chief in 2011. Computers & Geosciences is now the
highest impacting Journal of the IAMG, receives more than 700 submissions
a year, has expanded the Associate Editorship to a total of nine and created a
new way of distributing code via a modern repository system (http://github.com/
cageo). While the Geosciences have evolved tremendously over the last 40 years,
Computer Science has been revolutionized through high performance computing,
new programming paradigms, large data-base systems, real-time data processing,
the advent of the World Wide Web, social media and much more. In the spirit of
remaining a cutting-edge computer science journal, new submissions now need to
demonstrate novelty, originality and sophistication in both the Geosciences and
Computer Science. It is no longer acceptable to submit a methodology paper to
another Journal and the code to Computers & Geosciences, if for example this
code is fairly standard and does not use nor contain any interesting programming
paradigm or software engineering challenges. In the same context, GIS has
come a long way and mere standard applications of GIS in the geosciences are
no longer considered novel contributions. Papers on mathematical and statistical
methodology should be submitted to Mathematical Geosciences instead of G&C.

Mathematical Geosciences threatened
by Spatial Statistics?

I have, more than once, warned IAMG‘s Executive that the over-emphasis
on C&G over the last year or more, the substantial support of well-known
IAMG members to the new (non-IAMG) journal (Spatial Statistics,
Elsevier), and the general assumption that MG is fine on its own, is a serious
threat to the Journal‘s continuing well-being. The decline in quality of
submissions (and the impact factor decreasing from 1.511 to 1.354) is more
than a simple warning, and it is time for IAMG to understand this before it is
too late.
The well-being of Math Geosciences is due largely to the impeccable and
unusual level of support the journal receives from Springer and, specifically,
Senior Editor Dr Chris Bendall and Production Editor Allan Sinclair. The
second reason for doing well is the journal‘s Associate Editors and their long
hours of work as well as commitment.
Roussos Dimitrakopoulos, Editor-in-Chief

2011 Best-Paper Awards
Computers & Geosciences

The journal reinstituted the yearly best-paper awards. Due to breadth of
topics published, two categories were created: “geo-informatics” and
“geo-computing” (computational geosciences). The first category includes
papers on subjects such as GIS, ontology, geomatics, data processing and the
world-wide web; the second category includes topics such as geostatistics,
soft computing, physical process modeling, geochemistry and geophysics. A
call for nominations resulted in seven paper being considered by the awards
committee from which three were selected. Congratulations to the authors.
Jef Caers, Co-Editor-in-Chief
We thank the IAMG community for their contributions to the Journal and hope
Best paper in Geoinformatics:
to continue receiving many submission at the intersection of Computer Science
and Geoscience.
“Automatic processing, quality assurance and serving of
The Editors-in-Chief, Jef Caers & Michael Piasecki
real-time weather data”
authored by M. Williams, D. Cornford, L. Bastin, R. Jones
and S. Parker
Matthew Williams
Mathematical Geosciences - Special Issue on
Knowledge Engineering Group, Aston University,
Birmingham, United Kingdom
Multiple-Point Statistics

Guest editors: Philippe Renard and Grégoire Mariethoz

To mark the 20 years of the Multiple-Point Statistics (MPS) paradigm, the journal
Mathematical Geosciences will publish a special issue on this topic in September
2013.

Over the last 10 years, after the publication of the landmark paper by Sebastian
Strebelle in 2002, the interest in Multiple-Point Statistics methods has rapidly
grown. The major appeal is the possibility to integrate a complex conceptual
geological model through the use of a training image. Furthermore, conditioning is
simple and efficient. Since this work, several new algorithms have been developed
to tackle more complex situations as well as several major applications have
appeared in various fields of geosciences and geoengineering. In addition, MPS
has been integrated in various procedures for inverse modeling and this work is
still in progress. Despite a growing interest and attractive results, the method has
been questioned because of a lack of an explicit mathematical model and potential
difficulties in quantifying uncertainty.
The main focus of this special issue will be on the latest theoretical advances and
algorithms as well as major new and complex applications. Specially, we invite
papers that are related to the following topics:
The latest multiple-point statistics algorithms
Recent theoretical developments and new perspectives
New computational advances
Integration of MPS in inverse methods
Recommendations for successful applications

Mathematical Geosciences:
2011 ISI-impact factor: 1.354
5-Year Impact Factor: 1.585
approx. daily downloads Aug. to Nov.:
between 20 and 100
Rejection rate: 65%

2 Best papers in Computational Geosciences:

“Bayesian spatial modeling and interpolation using
copulas”
authored by H. Kazianka and J. Pilz
Hannes Kazianka
University of Klagenfurt, Department of Statistics,
Klagenfurt, Austria
“Optimizing the spatial pattern of networks for
monitoring radioactive releases”
authored by S.J. Melles, G.B.M. Heuvelink, C.J.W.
Twenhöfel, A. van Dijk, P.H. Hiemstra,
O. Baume and U. Stöhlke
Stephanie J. Melles
Environmental Sciences Group, Wageningen University,
Wageningen, The Netherlands
<>

Computers & Geosciences is seeking candidates for the position of
Book Review Editor. Candidates should have a general backgound
in modern geocomputing and/or geoinformatics, with some
innovative ideas how to develop this aspect of the journal. Energy,
dedication and commitment are more important than experience.
If you are interested, please contact Jef Caers, Co Editor-in-Chief, at
jcaers@stanford.edu

Current Journal Statistics

Natural Resources Research:
approx. daily downloads Aug. to Nov.:
between 60 and 150
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New Editor for Natural Resources Research:
John Carranza

Dr. John Carranza is the newly appointed Editor-in-Chief of NRR, taking over from the previous EiC Keith Long who led NRR from 2009 to
2012, and acting EiC Jerry Jensen.
Emmanuel John M. Carranza obtained a BSc
degree in geology (Adamson University, Manila,
Philippines) in 1983, a MSc degree (with
distinction) in mineral exploration (International
Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth
Observation (ITC), Enschede, Netherlands)
in 1994 and a PhD degree in GIS-based
mineral potential mapping (Delft University of
Technology, Delft, Netherlands) in 2002.
He started his professional career in 1983 as a
geologist in the Bureau of Mines and Geosciences
of the Philippines where he was involved with
geological mapping, stratigraphic studies, geological hazard mapping,
evaluation of industrial rocks/minerals and geochemical exploration
for gold. His work on exploration geochemistry led to recognition of a
previously unknown mineralized area in a Quaternary volcanic terrane
in Bicol Region of the Philippines. He received the 1998 ITC Research
Award for his paper on catchment-basin analysis of stream sediment
geochemical anomalies.
In 2001-2003, John was a Researcher in the Earth Systems Analysis (ESA)
department of ITC where was is involved with (a) research in developing
geospatial data infrastructure for mineral resource management, (b)
teaching at post-graduate level and (c) supervising MSc and PhD students.
Since 2003 he has been Assistant Professor in the ESA department of ITC.
In January 2013 John will move to Australia to join the School of Earth
and Environmental Sciences of James Cook University in Townsville,
Queensland.
He has supervised and led to graduation 4 PhD students and at least 25
MSc students. He has been an external examiner for 4 PhD candidates.
His research interests include GIS-based mineral potential mapping,
geological/mineral remote sensing, spatial predictive modeling of geoobjects, and exploration/environmental geochemistry. He has published
more than 45 papers in international peer-reviewed geoscience journals
and more than 40 papers in international conference proceedings. He has
also written and published a book on Geochemical Anomaly and Mineral
Prospectivity Mapping in GIS.
<>

The Geological Survey of Spain (http://www.igme.es) has just
released the first four volumes of its new collection series:
Planet Earth (Planeta Tierra).
These are popular science books that try to explain very diverse
themes of geosciences to the general public.
The titles of the first four books are:
1. Agua by Dr. Luis Moreno
2. Geomatemáticas by Dr. E. Pardo-Igúzquiza
3. Geoconservación by Dr. Luis Carcavilla
4. Ambar by Dr. Enrique Peñalver
The books are written in Spanish

Computers & Geosciences:
2011 Impact Factor: 1.429
5-Year Impact Factor: 1.714
Submissions 2011: about 700
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IAMG Studies in Mathematical Geosciences
(Monograph Series)

The contract for SMG No. 9, Principles of Mathematical Petrophysics,
by John H. Doveton of the University of Kansas, has been signed.
The final manuscript is to be submitted by May 2013, and it is
anticipated that the book will appear in early 2014.
As early as January 2009, Oxford University Press Editor Phyllis
Cohen and I discussed the need for drawing up a new agreement
between Oxford and the IAMG. The activity was set in motion and in
addition to Phyllis and me involved Michael Hohn, Frits Agterberg,
Graeme Bonham-Carter, and Gina Ross. To my knowledge, the
problem was not resolved. Phyllis recently brought this topic up
again. She also reiterated that OUP continues to be pleased with the
OUP/IAMG partnership.
Royalty on revenue from e-book sales had not occurred to me
until Phyllis mentioned it. A web search turned up some interesting
examples of this “new” (to me) phenomenon:
Pawlowsky & Olea’s monograph (SMG #7) is available from
Amazon.com, including a Kindle edition for $87.56.
Olea’s glossary/dictionary (SMG #3) is also available for Kindle at
$96.56.
The IAMG 25th anniversary volume (Davis & Herzfeld, SMG #5)
purports to be free on “Usenet,” and is available from “Ebookee,”
along with a free copy of Babylon Translation Software (OUP’s
asking price for the book is $170.00!).
Christakos’ 2000 monograph on spatiotemporal geostatistics, SMG
#6, is also on “Ebookee.”
P.J. Lee’s SMG #8, Statistical Methods for Estimating Petroleum
Resources, 2008, our most recent book, is listed on Google Play—
”Buy EBOOK – $100.00,” along with a long list of printed sources
including OUP (listed at $125.00), Amazon.com, etc. It’s also on
“bookmoving.com,” along with a picture of the book cover and a
link to download a PDF of the volume.
Following is a list of all books that have appeared in the SMG series,
along with the number of copies sold; SMG Nos. 1–4 are out of print;
Nos. 5–8 are in print.
Note: SMG No. 3, Geostatistical Glossary and Multilingual
Dictionary, (March 1991, hardback, 192 pp.) is listed on the OUP
website as “in stock,” selling for $99.50 + shipping. A Journal
of Geological Education review describes this volume as “An
Indispensable reference for all workers in, users of, and educators
teaching geostatistical methods for all areas of earth science.” If you
don’t have one, buy one.
1. Use and Abuse of Statistical Methods in the Earth Sciences, by
William B. Size, Ed., 1987 – 1,509 copies sold. Out of print.
2. Oil and Gas Forecasting: Reflections of a Petroleum Geologist, by
Lawrence J. Drew, 1990 – 642 copies sold. Out of print.
3. Geostatistical Glossary and Multilingual Dictionary, by Ricardo
A. Olea, Ed., 1991 – 803 copies sold. Out of print. But see Note
above.
4. Techniques for Determining Probabilities of Geologic Events and
Processes: A Review, by Regina L. Hunter & C. John Mann, Eds.,
1992 – 722 copies sold. Out of print.
5. Computers in Geology: 25 Years of Progress, by John C. Davis
& Ute Christina Herzfeld, Eds., 1993 – 656 copies sold. Available
in print.
6. Modern Spatiotemporal Geostatistics, by George Christakos, 2000
– 1,019 copies sold. Available in print.
7. Geostatistical Analysis of Compositional Data, by Vera
Pawlowsky-Glahn and Ricardo A. Olea, 2004 – 474 copies sold.
Available in print.
8. Statistical Methods for Estimating Petroleum Resources, by P.J.
Lee, 2008 – 298 copies sold. Available in print.
Jo Anne DeGraffenreid, Editor
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Natural Resources Research

Volume 21, Number 3 / September 2012

How to Include Ignorance into Hydrocarbon-Resource Assessments? A Case Study Applied to the
Presence of Source Rock at the Argentine Deep
Water Margin — Sönke Rehder and Dieter Franke
Hydrogeochemical Modelling for Groundwater
in Neyveli Aquifer, Tamil Nadu, India, Using
PHREEQC: A Case Study — S. Chidambaram, P.
Anandhan, M. V. Prasanna, AL. Ramanathan and
K. Srinivasamoorthy, et al.
Orebody Modelling for Exploration: The Western
Mineralisation, Broken Hill, NSW — Mohammad
Lotfolah Hamedani, Ian Rutherford Plimer and
Chaoshui Xu
Occurrence and Industrial Properties of Some Barite Deposits in the Abakaliki Basin, Southeastern
Nigeria — G. E. Ene and C. O. Okogbue
Reconnaissance-Scale Prospectivity Analysis
for Gold Mineralisation in the Southern Uplands-Down-Longford Terrane, Northern Ireland
— P. A. J. Lusty, C. Scheib, A. G. Gunn and A. S.
D. Walker
Application of Magnetotelluric (MT) Resistivity to
Imaging of Regional Three-Dimensional Geologic
Structures and Groundwater Systems — Hisafumi
Asaue, Taiki Kubo, Toru Yoshinaga and Katsuaki
Koike
Analysis of Fault Permeability Using Mapping
and Flow Modeling, Hickory Sandstone Aquifer,
Central Texas — Jorge E. Nieto Camargo and Jerry
L. Jensen
ERRATUM — Erratum to: Role of Stranded Gas
from Central Asia and Russia in Meeting Europe’s
Future Import Demand for Gas — Emil D. Attanasi
and Philip A. Freeman
<>

Journal Contents

Estimation of Hydraulic Conductivity and Its
Uncertainty from Grain-Size Data Using GLUE
and Artificial Neural Networks — Bart Rogiers,
Dirk Mallants, Okke Batelaan, Matej Gedeon and
Marijke Huysmans, et al.
Stationary and Isotropic Vector Random Fields on
Spheres — Chunsheng Ma
BOOK REVIEW
Andrew Fowler: Mathematical Geoscience —
Springer, 2011. ISBN 978-0-85729-699-3 — JeanClaude Mareschal

Volume 44, Number 7 / October 2012

A Frequency Matching Method: Solving Inverse
Problems by Use of Geologically Realistic Prior
Information — Katrine Lange, Jan Frydendall,
Knud Skou Cordua, Thomas Mejer Hansen and
Yulia Melnikova, et al.
Using Two-Point Set Statistics to Estimate the
Diameter Distribution in Boolean Models with
Circular Grains — Xavier Emery, Willy Kracht,
Álvaro Egaña and Felipe Garrido
Multivariate Analysis of an LA-ICP-MS Trace
Element Dataset for Pyrite — Lyron Winderbaum,
Cristiana L. Ciobanu, Nigel J. Cook, Matthew Paul
and Andrew Metcalfe, et al.
Memory-Efficient Categorical Multi-point Statistics Algorithms Based on Compact Search Trees
— Tuanfeng Zhang, Stein Inge Pedersen, Christen
Knudby and David McCormick
CASE STUDY — Sensitivity Analysis of a
Combined Groundwater Flow and Solute Transport Model Using Local-Grid Refinement: A Case
Study — Matej Gedeon and Dirk Mallants

Volume 44, Number 8 / November 2012

Wavelet Analysis of Geophysical Well-log
Data of Bombay Offshore Basin, India — E.
Chandrasekhar, V. Eswara Rao
A Method for Eliminating Caprock Thickness
Volume 44, Number 5 / July 2012
Influence on Anomaly Intensities in GeochemiBayesian Reservoir History Matching Considercal Surface Survey for Hydrocarbons — Liuping
ing Model and Parameter Uncertainties — A. H.
Zhang, Guoping Bai, Yingquan Zhao
Elsheikh, M. D. Jackson and T. C. Laforce
of Support in Spatial Variance-Based
Probability Aggregation Methods in Geoscience — Change
Sensitivity Analysis — Nathalie Saint-Geours,
D. Allard, A. Comunian and P. Renard
Christian Lavergne, Jean-Stéphane Bailly, Frédéric
Scaling Behavior of Gravel Surfaces — Jie Qin,
Grelot
Deyu Zhong, Sai Leung Ng and Guangqian Wang Statistical Tests of Random Self-similar Networks
Spatial Statistical Properties of Pressure Solution
Using Digital Elevation Models — Ye Zhong,
Seams in Clastic Rocks in Southwest Ireland —
Anzhi Wang, Dexin Guan, Changjie Jin
Filippo Nenna, Xiaoxian Zhou and Atilla Aydin
Marcellus Shale Lithofacies Prediction by MultiBenford’s Law in Time Series Analysis of Seismic class Neural Network Classification in the AppalaClusters — Gianluca Sottili, Danilo M. Palladino, chian Basin — Guochang Wang, Timothy R. Carr
Biagio Giaccio and Paolo Messina
On the Likelihood and Fluctuations of Gaussian
SHORT NOTE
Realizations — Gilles Bourgault
Physical Meaning of Stress Difference for FaultAssociation Announcement: Laudation for Dr. Eric
Slip Analysis — Katsushi Sato
Christopher Grunsky, William Christian Krumbein
Medal 2012 — Frits Agterberg
BOOK REVIEW
<>
A. Ismail-Zadeh and P. Tackley: Computational
Methods for Geodynamics — Cambridge University Press, New York, 2010. 322 pp. ISBN
Computers & Geosciences
9780521867672 — Robert Moucha
Volume 38 (January 2012)
ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCEMENT
Laudation for Olena Babak, Vistelius Award 2011 Guest Editorial
— Clayton V. Deutsch
Geologic data and computer program distribution
— Dan Merriam
Volume 44, Number 6 / August 2012
Research Articles
Direct Pattern-Based Simulation of Non-stationary
Geostatistical Models — Mehrdad Honarkhah and Quality assessment of Landsat surface reflectance
products using MODIS data — Min Feng,
Jef Caers
Chengquan Huang, Saurabh Channan, Eric F.
Subsurface Flow Model Calibration with a SpecVermote, Jeffrey G. Masek, John R. Townshend
tral-Domain Parameterization Adaptive to Grid
Connectivity and Prior Model Information — Eric An easy-to-use MATLAB program (MamLand) for
the assessment of landslide susceptibility using a
Bhark, Akhil Datta-Gupta and Behnam Jafarpour
Mamdani fuzzy algorithm — A. Akgun, E.A. Sezer,
Fractal Dimension and Maximum Roughness Ap- H.A. Nefeslioglu, C. Gokceoglu, B. Pradhan
plied as Sculpture Descriptor for Tektites — Ulrike
Plate tectonic reconstructions with continuously
Rantzsch, Alexandra Franz and Gert Kloess
closing plates — Michael Gurnis, Mark Turner,
A Bayesian Approach to Establishing a Reference Sabin Zahirovic, Lydia DiCaprio, Sonja Spasojevic,
Particle Size Distribution in the Presence of Outliers — Garritt L. Page and Stephen B. Vardeman
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R. Dietmar Müller, James Boyden, Maria Seton, Vlad
Constantin Manea, Dan J. Bower
Hydraulic head interpolation using anfis model
selection and sensitivity analysis — Bedri Kurtulus,
Nicolas Flipo
A general approach for modeling the motion of rigid
and deformable ellipsoids in ductile flows — Dazhi
Jiang
Interpreting temperature-strain data from mesoscale
clathrate experiments — J.R. Leeman, C.J. Rawn, S.
Ulrich, M. Elwood Madden, T.J. Phelps
Designing cyclic pressure pulsing in naturally fractured
reservoirs using an inverse looking recurrent neural
network — E. Artun, T. Ertekin, R. Watson, B. Miller
Reactive silica transport in fractured porous media: Analytical solution for a single fracture — Jianwen Yang
Landslide identification and classification by object-based image analysis and fuzzy logic: An example
from the Azdavay region (Kastamonu, Turkey) — Beliz Aksoy, Murat Ercanoglu
The influence of igneous intrusions on the peak
temperatures of host rocks: Finite-time emplacement,
evaporation, dehydration, and decarbonation —
Dayong Wang, Yongchen Song, Yu Liu, Minglong
Zhao, Tian Qi, Weiguo Liu
Linear and kernel methods for multivariate change detection — Morton J. Canty, Allan A. Nielsen
SimClast: An aggregated forward stratigraphic model
of continental shelves — Rory A.F. Dalman, Gert Jan
Weltje
Maximum speedup ratio curve (MSC) in parallel computing of the binary-tree-based drainage network —
Hao Wang, Yu Zhou, Xudong Fu, Jie Gao, Guangqian
Wang
Cokriging random fields with means related by known
linear combinations — Xavier Emery
A rapid inversion and resolution analysis of magnetic
microscope data by the subtractive optimally localized
averages method — Y. Usui, M. Uehara, K. Okuno
DIIS: A cross-platform program for the reduction of Xray diffraction data from a cylindrical area detector —
J.A. Petrus, K.C. Ross, A.M. McDonald
Short Notes
A spherical code and stress tensor inversion — Atsushi
Yamaji, Katsushi Sato
Release of a 10-m-resolution DEM for the Italian territory: Comparison with global-coverage DEMs and
anaglyph-mode exploration via the web — Simone
Tarquini, Stefano Vinci, Massimiliano Favalli, Fawzi
Doumaz, Alessandro Fornaciai, Luca Nannipieri

Volume 39 (February 2012)

Research Articles
Development of a hashing-based data structure for the
fast retrieval of 3D terrestrial laser scanned data —
Soohee Han, Sangmin Kim, Jae Hoon Jung, Changjae
Kim, Kiyun Yu, Joon Heo
Generic polyhedron grid generation for solving partial
differential equations on spherical surfaces — D. Oldham, J.H. Davies, T.N. Phillips
2.5-D frequency-domain seismic wave modeling in
heterogeneous, anisotropic media using a Gaussian
quadrature grid technique — Bing Zhou, Stewart
Greenhalgh, Hansruedi Maurer
Building asynchronous geospatial processing workflows with web services — Peisheng Zhao, Liping Di,
Genong Yu
GIS-based data model and tools for creating and managing two-dimensional cross sections — Timothy L.
Whiteaker, Norm Jones, Gil Strassberg, Alan Lemon,
Doug Gallup
3D shape extraction segmentation and representation
of soil microstructures using generalized cylinders
— Ndéye Fatou Ngom, Olivier Monga, Mohamed
Mahmoud Ould Mohamed, Patricia Garnier
Support vector regression to predict porosity and permeability: Effect of sample size — A. F. Al-Anazi, I.
D. Gates
Interpretation of multivariate outliers for compositional
data — Peter Filzmoser, Karel Hron, Clemens Reimann

An analytical method for modeling first-order decay
networks — Yunwei Sun, Thomas A. Buscheck, Yue
Hao
Characterisation of soil texture variability using the
apparent soil electrical conductivity at a highly variable site — K. Heil, U. Schmidhalter
3D exploratory analysis of descriptive lithology records using regular expressions — Daniel W. Pollock,
Olga V. Barron, Michael J. Donn
Development of a machine learning technique for automatic analysis of seafloor image data: Case example, Pogonophora coverage at mud volcanoes — A.
Lüdtke, K. Jerosch, O. Herzog, M. Schlüter
Improved segmentation of meteorite micro-CT
images using local histograms — L.D. Griffin, P.
Elangovan, A. Mundell, D.C. Hezel
Magan: A new approach to the analysis and interpretation of marine magnetic anomalies — Antonio
Schettino
Robust rectification of aerial photographs in an open
source environment — Duccio Rocchini, Markus
Metz, Alessandro Frigeri, Luca Delucchi, Matteo
Marcantonio, Markus Neteler
Software for generating gravity gradients using
a geopotential model based on an irregular semivectorization algorithm — Mehdi Eshagh, Makan
Abdollahzadeh
VelProbePE: An automated spreadsheet program
for interpreting point velocity probe breakthrough
curves — P.C. Schillig
HYDROKAL: A module for in-stream hydrokinetic
resource assessment — Paul Duvoy, Horacio Toniolo
Dynamic taxonomies applied to a web-based relational database for geo-hydrological risk mitigation
— G.M. Sacco, G. Nigrelli, A. Bosio, M. Chiarle, F.
Luino
Using high-resolution spectral models of gravity
anomaly for computing stochastic modifications of
Stokes‘s formula — Artu Ellmann
EASYGRESGRANT — A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to quantify volume changes and to perform
mass-balance modeling in metasomatic systems —
Francisco Javier López-Moro

Volume 40 (March 2012)

Research Articles
Calculating a robust correlation coefficient and
quantifying its uncertainty — Eric B. Niven, Clayton
V. Deutsch
Variational chemical data assimilation with approximate adjoints — Kumaresh Singh, Adrian Sandu
An agent-based approach to global uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis — Dylan R. Harp, Velimir V.
Vesselinov
Geo-spatial grid-based transformations of precipitation estimates using spatial interpolation methods
— Ramesh S.V. Teegavarapu, Tadesse Meskele,
Chandra S. Pathak
Evaluation of the Eshelby solution for the ellipsoidal
inclusion and heterogeneity — Chunfang Meng, Will
Heltsley, David D. Pollard
3D multiple-point statistics simulation using 2D
training images — A. Comunian, P. Renard, J.
Straubhaar
Generalizing geological maps with the GeoScaler
software: The case study approach — Alex Smirnoff,
Gabriel Huot-Vézina, Serge J. Paradis, Ruth Boivin
Superresolution border segmentation and
measurement in remote sensing images — Marina
P. Cipolletti, Claudio A. Delrieux, Gerardo M.E.
Perillo, M. Cintia Piccolo
Implementation of the glacial rebound prestress advection correction in general-purpose finite element
analysis software: Springs versus foundations —
Peter Schmidt, Björn Lund, Christoph Hieronymus
Ontology-aided annotation, visualization, and generalization of geological time-scale information from
online geological map services — Xiaogang Ma,
Emmanuel John M. Carranza, Chonglong Wu, Freek
D. van der Meer

Semantic mediation of vocabularies for ocean
observing systems — John Graybeal, Anthony W.
Isenor, Carlos Rueda
Fast multiple inversion for stress analysis from faultslip data — Katsushi Sato
Splitting parameter yield (SPY): A program for semiautomatic analysis of shear-wave splitting — Lucia
Zaccarelli, Francesca Bianco, Riccardo Zaccarelli
Mapping an uncertainty zone between interpolated
types of a categorical variable — J.K. Yamamoto,
X.M. Mao, K. Koike, A.P. Crosta, P.M.B. Landim,
H.Z. Hu, C.Y. Wang, L.Q. Yao
SGRAPH (SeismoGRAPHer): Seismic waveform
analysis and integrated tools in seismology —
Mohamed F. Abdelwahed
Application of computational intelligence tools for
the analysis of marine geotechnical properties in
the head of Zakynthos canyon, Greece — Maria
Ferentinou, Thomas Hasiotis, Michael Sakellariou
Field_SWAT: A tool for mapping SWAT output
to field boundaries — Naresh Pai, Dharmendra
Saraswat, Raghavan Srinivasan
MATLAB script for analyzing and visualizing scanline data — M. Markovaara-Koivisto, E. Laine
UVolc: A software platform for measuring volcanic
SO2 fluxes — Euripides P. Kantzas, Andrew J.S.
McGonigle, Giancarlo Tamburello, Robert G. Bryant
Short Note
Wavelet-based automated localization and classification of peaks in streamflow data series — M.
Pellegrini, F. Sini, A.C. Taramasso

Volume 41 (April 2012)

Research Articles
Towards an automatic procedure for modeling multivariate space-time data — S. De Iaco, S. Maggio, M.
Palma, D. Posa
Predicting spatio-temporal random fields: Some
computational aspects — S. De Iaco, D. Posa
A new void fraction correlation inferred from artificial neural networks for modeling two-phase flows
in geothermal wells — A. Álvarez del Castillo, E.
Santoyo, O. García-Valladares
Stress inversion using slip tendency — John M.
McFarland, Alan P. Morris, David A. Ferrill
CPU/GPU computing for long-wave radiation physics on large GPU clusters — Fengshun Lu, Junqiang
Song, Xiaoqun Cao, Xiaoqian Zhu
Review of the methodology for the inversion of surface-wave phase velocities in a slightly anisotropic
medium — V. Corchete
A high speed method of SMTS — Chuanfa Chen,
Tianxiang Yue, Yanyan Li
Improvement of the Valencia region ultraviolet index
(UVI) forecasting system — I. Gómez, M.J. Marín,
F. Pastor, M.J. Estrela
Edge detection in potential fields with the normalized total horizontal derivative — Guoqing Ma, Lili
Li
A subwaveform threshold retracker for ERS-1
altimetry: A case study in the Antarctic Ocean —
Yuande Yang, Cheinway Hwang, Hung-Jui Hsu, E
Dongchen, Haihong Wang
Support vector machines and object-based classification for obtaining land-use/cover cartography
from Hyperion hyperspectral imagery — George P.
Petropoulos, Chariton Kalaitzidis, Krishna Prasad
Vadrevu
GIS-based multicriteria overlay analysis in soil-suitability evaluation for cotton (Gossypium spp.): A
case study in the black soil region of Central India —
N. Walke, G.P. Obi Reddy, A.K. Maji, S. Thayalan
A general method for downscaling earth resource
information — Brendan P. Malone, Alex B.
McBratney, Budiman Minasny, Ichsani Wheeler
Neural networks for probabilistic environmental
prediction: Conditional Density Estimation Network
Creation and Evaluation (CaDENCE) in R — Alex
J. Cannon
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The use of a genetic algorithm-based search strategy
in geostatistics: application to a set of anisotropic
piezometric head data — M.J. Abedini, M. Nasseri,
D.H. Burn
Real-time tessellation of terrain on graphics hardware
— Oscar Ripolles, Francisco Ramos, Anna PuigCentelles, Miguel Chover
Influence of resolution on slope in areas with different
topographic characteristics — Chunmei Wang, Qinke
Yang, Weiling Guo, Hongyan Liu, David Jupp, Rui
Li, Hongming Zhang
Forecasting daily lake levels using artificial intelligence approaches — Ozgur Kisi, Jalal Shiri, Bagher
Nikoofar
Construction of seafloor thematic maps from multibeam acoustic backscatter angular response data —
Yuri Rzhanov, Luciano Fonseca, Larry Mayer
VARBOOT: A spatial bootstrap program for
semivariogram uncertainty assessment — Eulogio
Pardo-Igúzquiza, Ricardo A. Olea
Application of the AMBUR R package for spatio-temporal analysis of shoreline change: Jekyll Island, Georgia, USA — Chester W. Jackson Jr., Clark
R. Alexander, David M. Bush
A flexible sequential Gaussian simulation program:
USGSIM — John G. Manchuk, Clayton V. Deutsch
<><><><><>

Zeitschrift für Geologische Wissenschaften

vol. 40 (2012), no. 4 – 6
New Ideas and Solutions in Mathematical Geology
Guest Editors: Hannes Thiergärtner & Heinz Burger
Unit vector field fitting in structural geology. By
Frederik P. Agterberg. p. 197 – 211.
On the interpretation of the smallest principal component in geology. By Richard A. Reyment.
Distribution Patterns of Meteoritic Craters on Inner
Planets of the Solar System. By Hannes Thiergärtner.
Compositional data analysis: one hundred years of
debate. By Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn & Juan José
Egozcue. p. 235 – 244.
Calculation of standard thermodynamic potentials of
natural calcium zeolites. By Oleg V. Yeriomin & G.
A. Yurgenson. p. 245 – 251.
Use of neural networks in the geochemical data interpretation. By Gorazd Žibret, Robert Šajn, Jasminka
Alijagić & Trajče Stafilov. p. 253 – 266.
Integration of spatial geophysical data by
geostatistical simulation. By Peter A. Dowd &
Eulogio Pardo-Igúzquiza. p. 267 – 280.
A guide to the geostatistical analysis of compositional
data. By Raimon Tolosana-Delgado & K. Gerald van
den Boogaart. p. 281 – 294.
Compositional changes in the chemistry of large
rivers deduced by the application of the differential
scaling operator (perturbation) in the simplex metric.
By Antonella Buccianti. p. 295 – 305.
Application of the Bingham quaternion distribution to
texture analysis of a Hematite specimen. By Helmut
Schaeben, Karla Balzuweit, Orlando León-García,
Carlos A. Rosière & Heinrich Siemes. p. 307 – 318.
The application of multipoint geostatistics in hydrogeology – merits and future demands. By Kai-Uwe
Makowski & Maria-Theresia Schafmeister.
Geostatistical methods used to estimate Sieroszowice
copper ore deposit parameters. By Barbara Namyslowska-Wilczynska. p. 329 – 361.
3D modelling of early Permian paralic coal-bearing
strata in Rio Grande do Sul state, Brazil. By René
Prissang, Heinz Burger, Michael Holz & Wolfgang
Kalkreuth. p. 363 – 379.
Global estimates of clustered samples. By Heinz
Burger & Michael Fietz. p. 381 – 391.
Towards information management for the synoptic
interpretation of complex geoscientific models – the
virtual CO2 storage project “CO2-MoPa” as an example. By Andreas Thomsen, Hans-Jürgen Götze &
Kerstin Altenbrunn. p. 393 – 415.
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WORLD LANDSLIDE Forum III: “Landslide Risk Mitigation
Towards a Safer Geo-Environment”, Beijing, 2 - 6 June 2014.
icl.iplhq.org/_Portal/documents/WLF3%20-1st%20annoucement.pdf
2014 Joint Statistical Meetings, Boston, Massachusetts,
2 - 7 August 2014.
IAMG 2014 Annual Conference, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi, India. 17-20 October 2014

<>

Scientific committee:
Peter Filzmoser (Chair, Vienna University of Technology)
John Bacon-Shone (The University of Hong-Kong)
Gerald van den Boogaart (Technical University of Freiberg)
Antonella Buccianti (University of Florence)
Juan José Egozcue (Technical University of Catalonia)
Michael Greenacre (Pompeu Fabra University of Barcelona)
Karel Hron (Palacký University of Olomouc)
Josep Antonio Martı́n-Fernández (University of Girona)
Invited speakers:
Morris L. Eaton (University of Minnesota)
Chris Glasbey (Biomathematics & Statistics Scotland)
Clemens Reimann (Geological Survey of Norway)
Raimon Tolosana-Delgado (Technical Univ. of Catalonia)
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Stability and Performance of SLOPES AND EMBANKMENTS,
San Diego, California, USA, 3 - 6 March 2013.
www.asce.org/geo/Conferences/Conferences
GEOSYNTHETICS 2013. IFAI. Long Beach, CA, USA,
1 - 4 April 2013. Phone: + 1-651-225-6981,
www.geosynthetics2013.com/Technical_program.cfm
EUROPEAN GEOSCIENCES UNION General Assembly 2013,
Vienna, Austria, 7 - 12 April 2013.
Mioara Mandea <executive-secretary@egu.eu>,
www.egu2013.eu/home.html.
International Congress on DISASTER RISKS and Sustainable
Territorial Development. CIRiDe, Catamarca, Argentina,
22 - 24 April 2013.
http://iugs.org/uploads/I%20CIRCULAR-CIRiDe.pdf
GEOINFORMATICS 2013: XIIth International Conference
“Geoinformatics: Theoretical and Applied Aspects”, Kiev, Ukraine,
13 - 16 May 2013.
www.eage.org/events/index.php?eventid=919&Opendivs=s3
16th German DAM SYMPOSIUM (DTK 2013). Deutsches Talsperren
Komitee e.V., Magdeburg, Germany, 15 - 17 May 2013.
+49 (0)3641 311 63 46, fax: +49 (0)3641 311 62 41,
www.conventus.de/index.php?id=9008
AAPG 2013 Annual Convention & Exhibition: Pittsburgh, PA, USA,
19 - 22 May 2013. www.aapg.org/meetings
CoDaWork 2013: Fifth International Workshop on Compositional
Data Analysis, Vorau, Austria, 3 - 7 June 2013. Information: Peter
Filzmoser, Phone: +43 1 58801 10733, Fax: +43 1 58801 10799,
E-mail: codawork2013@gmail.com, www.codawork2013.com
75th EAGE Annual Conference & Exhibition incl. SPE Europec 2013,
London, UK, 10 - 13 June 2013.
www.eage.org/events/index.php?eventid=755&Opendivs=s3
SIAM Conference on the Mathematical and Computational Issues in
the Geosciences (GS13), Centro Congressi Padova, Padova, Italy,
17-20 June 2013. www.siam.org/meetings/gs13/
2013 JOINT STATISTICAL MEETINGS, Montreal, Canada,
3-8 August2013. www.amstat.org/meetings/
59th ISI World Statistics Congress, Hong Kong, S.A.R. China,
25-30 August 2013. ISI Permanent Office, P.O. Box 24070, 2490 AB
The Hague, The Netherlands. Phone: +31–70–3375737,
Fax: +31–70–3860025, E-mail: isi @cbs.nl, www.isi2013.hk.
Will include invited IAMG session on “Probability & weights of
evidence”.
IAMG 2013 Annual Conference, Madrid, Spain,
2 - 6 September 2013. www.igme.es/internet/iamg2013/
GEOMODEL 2013: 15th science and applied research conference
on oil and gas geological exploration and development, Gelendzhik,
Russia, 09 - 12 September 2013.
www.eage.org/events/index.php?eventid=981&Opendivs=s3
Society of Exploration Geophysicists SEG Annual Meeting, Houston,
TX, USA, 22-27 September 2013.
GSA Annual Meeting - Celebrating 125th Anniversary, Denver,
Colorado, 27 – 30 Oct. 2013. www.geosociety.org/meetings/2012/

We are pleased to invite you to the 5th International Workshop on Compositional Data Analysis
(CoDaWork 2013), held in Vorau (Austria) from June 3-7, 2013.
CoDaWork 2013 offers a forum of discussion for people concerned with the statistical treatment and modelling of compositional data or other constrained data, and the interpretation of models or applications
involving them. The primary goal of the workshop is to identify important potential lines of future research
and gain insight as to how they might be tackled. Contributions about
* general theory and methods of analysis of compositions,
* applications to life sciences and medicine,
* applications to earth and environmental sciences,
* applications to chemometrics,
* applications to economy, official statistics and social sciences,
and new teaching and computing tools, as well as any other field of application where compositions or data
from other constrained spaces appear are welcome.
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Important dates:
Abstract due: Jan. 11, 2013
Notification of acceptance: Feb. 11, 2013
Early registration due: Feb. 18, 2013
Full paper due: April 5, 2013
CoDa Tutorial: June 3–4, 2013
CoDa Workshop: June 4–7, 2013
On the venue:
Vorau is located in the north-east of
Steiermark (Styria), the so-called “green
heart” of Austria. It is surrounded by
beautiful scenery with mountains (up
to 1700 m), alps, and forests. Vorau is
famous for its monastery dating back
to the 12th century. The conference
site is the “Education Center” of this
monastery, which is well equipped with
everything needed for such a conference, including a lecture hall in baroque
style.
A bus service from Vienna Airport
and Vienna city center will be organized to bring the participants to Vorau
and back.
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codawork2013@gmail.com
www.codawork2013.com

There is also a Short Course on Compositional Data Analysis (March, 4-6,
2013) organized by the Doctoral School in Statistics, Department of Economics,
Quantitative Methods and Business Strategy, University of Milano-Bicocca. Contact
Prof. Dr. Vera Pawlowsky-Glahn for more information at vera.pawlowsky@udg.edu
<>

Madrid IAMG 2013 Conference update

In a few weeks time we will be celebrating the 2013 New Year, which will be a very
special year for geo-mathematicians. The 2013 IAMG Conference will be held in
Madrid from the 2nd to the 6th of September and the deadline to submit abstracts is
1 February 2013. The Conference will be part of the year-long programme to celebrate
the Year of Mathematics of Planet Earth as well as an event in the programme for
the International Year of Statistics. We have planned 27 Scientific Sessions together
with a number of short courses and a geological field trip on the last day of the
Conference. We invite you to visit the Conference web page for more details.
The Geological Survey of Spain is fully supporting the Conference including the
publication of all papers (up to four pages each, two of which may be in colour) in
a book entitled “Mathematics of Planet Earth” by Springer in the series “Lecture
Notes in Earth Science Systems”. There will be no royalties from this book – only the
satisfaction of seeing your work properly published in a prestigious and accessible
source. This will also help young researchers to enhance their publishing skills and
allow all authors to disseminate their work more widely than would otherwise be
the case. Although we support environmental sustainability, we believe that the
importance of the year themes for 2013 justify providing each attendee with a free
printed copy of the book at the start of the Conference. In addition, having the book
before the presentations will help everyone make a more informed choice of which
sessions to attend and make the most of the Conference.
We hope that the Conference will live up to your expectations as we are sure that the
city of Madrid, its people, museums, galleries and Spanish food will certainly do so.
We encourage you to attend the Conference and to make Madrid IAMG2013
a memorable contribution to the Mathematics of Planet Earth Year and to the
International Year of Statistics. Please check the web page for the wide range of
sessions and other information. http://www.igme.es/internet/iamg2013/
Many thanks on behalf of the Organizing Committee of Madrid IAMG 2013.
<>
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Field Sampling for Environmental
Science and Management
By Richard Webster and Murray Lark

Scientists and consultants need to estimate and map properties
of the terrestrial environment. These include plant nutrients and
parasites in soil, gaseous emissions from soil, pollutant metals
and xenobiotics in waste and contaminated land, salt in
groundwater and species abundances above ground. The scale
varies from small experimental plots to catchments, and the land
may be enclosed in fields or be open grassland, forest or desert.
Those who sample the variables to obtain the necessary data
need guidance on the design and analysis of sampling methods
for their conclusions and recommendations to be valid.
This book provides that guidance, backed by sound rationale and
statistical theory. It concentrates on design-based sampling for
estimates of mean values of environmental properties, emphasizing
replication and randomization. It starts with simple random sampling and then progresses to more
efficient designs, such as spatially stratified random sampling, stratification by classes and cluster
sampling. It includes a section on purposive sampling in classical soil survey, which is relevant to other
environmental properties such as vegetation. It also describes the effects of bulking on errors and the
use of ancillary information and regression to improve estimates. The authors draw the important
distinction between design-based sampling for estimating means and model-based methods
(geostatistics) for local spatial prediction and mapping, and focus on the latter. They describe designs
suitable for computing variograms and prediction by kriging, as well as a staged approach, so that
sampling is neither inadequate nor excessive, and designs adapt as knowledge is accumulated.
Including numerous worked case studies of sampling in agriculture, ecology and environmental
science, the book will be of immediate practical value.
Table of Contents: 1. Introduction 2. Aims and Concepts 3. Simple Random Sampling 4. Efficiency, Economy and Logistics 5.
Prediction from Spatial Classifications 6. Sampling from Designed Experiments 7. Sampling for Regression and Calibration 8. Nested
Sampling and Analysis 9. Geostatistics - Model-based Prediction
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